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NEW YEAR HONOURS

We reveal our annual edit of buys that deserve a place in your house

Create & convert

Chic barn conversion
Georgian-inspired manor
Timber-framed new build

DESIGN
RESOLUTIONS

Annabel Astor, Tricia Guild &
Paolo Moschino on how to
make braver decorating decisions

Sanctuary at home
l

Inviting bedroom ideas

l

Touchable textures

l

Winter soul food

Bethan Gray:
Private Collection

FURNITURE

Above, left to right: Band side table, £2,220; Stud
side table, £1,620, Bethan Gray Private Collection.

Exquisite inlay, perfect stitching and undulating
curves captivate with these eye-catching pieces

Paolo Moschino for Nicholas
Haslam: Barnsley table
Barnsley dining table, £4,690.

Stuart Scott Associates: Fleure sofa
Fleure sofa in Kingfisher cotton velvet, legs in machine-turned solid brass, £3,950.

Stuart Scott Associates
The Fleure sofa’s exquisite
fluting and eye-catching design
commands attention. Built to
order by hand in England,
hand-signed and individually
numbered, it has a solid beech
frame with finish options in
oak, walnut and brass.
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Paolo Moschino for
Nicholas Haslam
This spectacular dining table
typifies Paolo Moschino’s
consistently reliable style and
flair, with patterned bone inlay
top in black and ivory colours,
and solid-wood base with
ebonised finish.

*

Bethan Gray
Welsh designer Bethan Gray’s
leather and marble Private
Collection celebrates
a love of tactile textures and
immaculate attention to detail,
from elegant stitching to a
delicious colour palette going
from blush to jade to coral.
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Double bow-fronted chest, from £1,157.
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Scumble Goosie: double
bow-fronted chest
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Scumble Goosie
This dreamily curvaceous chest
of drawers began as a bespoke
commission, but it was so
popular it has become part of
the main collection. Built from
sustainable hardwood, a
painted finish is optional, but
looks ‘country chic’ in the raw. 
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